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Think,
Create, Draw
Dear visitors,
This worksheet offers you several
themes that you can work with
once you have attentively viewed
the exhibition. Fold the sheet along
the lines so that the outer edges
are bent over each other towards
the centre, creating a long narrow
format. What does this remind you
of? Do you also see the resemblance
to a prefab block?

In 1986, 1988 and finally in 1990, three exhibitions were held with the
title of ‘Urbanita’, addressing the question of whether it would be
possible to rescue housing estates from excessive visual monotony.
Artists and architects proposed many, often quite humorous plans that
would enliven the estates and bring original elements into their space.

If the theme of the exhibition proves interesting,
take a look at this book, by yourself or with your parents:
▷ Lucie Skřivánková – Rostislav Švácha – Irena
Lehkoživová (eds.), The Paneláks. Twenty-Five Housing
Estates in the Czech Republic, UPM, Praha 2017
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‘Urbanita’ /
Changing the Estates

Do you have any ideas of how to change the housing estates? Sketch
your plan into the panorama and compare it to the others. ▲
Do you know of any other prefab housing estate that is not in the
exhibition? What makes it unique? ▼
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Why do so many housing estates look alike to us?
Did this exhibit show you how various estates and buildings can look
different? Write down what you think. ▼

Worksheet for
the exhibition
Residence: Prefab Estate
Plans, Realization, Housing
1945—1989
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Standardisation / Series
Production / Urban Planning
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The Structure of the
Prefab Block

In the square grid, sketch the estate that you liked the best in the
exhibition, including roads, sidewalks, playgrounds etc. You can also
indicate the surrounding terrain (hills, valleys, rivers …). ▲
Write which type of housing estate you chose ▼

Design in the Interior

Similar principles to those in the construction of the prefabricated
block were used for the series production of assembled (sector)
furniture, which at the time formed the fittings of nearly every
household. A contrast to the unified series of furniture was given
by the era’s interior fabrics. During the 1960s, their décor was
primarily based on abstract patterns with striking colour, inspired by
contemporary art.

The principle for the construction of prefabricated apartment
blocks is similar to a construction set: individual elements
manufactured in the panel works were assembled on site into an
entire building. The set of components from which a specific type of
building could be assembled is called the ‘construction system’.
There were also special rules for where to put the buildings in the
estate. Find in the exhibition how the arrangement of the blocks was
planned.
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Prefabricated apartment buildings contain a large number of flats in
a small space. Does this seem like an advantage or a disadvantage?
Typical of prefabricated buildings is a specific arrangement of the
interior spaces and planning of technical equipment (flats, cellars,
staircases, lift shafts, water and sewage pipes, gas pipes, etc.).
In the outline of the prefab block, draw in the ‘communication spaces’
of the building: staircase and lift shaft (at the centre) and on the sides
the separate flats. ▲ On the front page of the sheet, draw what is going
on inside the windows of the building.

Choose one pattern from the fabrics exhibited in the section titled
‘The Beautiful Phase’ and sketch it as precisely as you can. ▲
What does it remind you of? ▼

